PARENTS’ GUIDE TO STAYING
CYBER SAFE DURING COVID-19
With schools closed for the summer and many summer activities cancelled as a result of the pandemic,
children and teens are spending more time online than ever before. That’s why it’s never been more
important for parents to educate their kids on cyber security.
COVID-19 has showed us how quickly the world can change, but the need to stay cyber safe hasn’t.
Teaching your kids how to stay safe online is the best way to protect them from what’s out there.

TEACH YOUR KIDS THESE SIMPLE STEPS
PRACTICE SAFE PASSWORDS
Use a passphrase, a series of at least four words
and 15 characters in length.
Or use complex passwords with:
• At least 12 characters
• Upper and lower case letters, numbers and symbols
• No personal information
USE A DIFFERENT PASSWORD
FOR EVERY ACCOUNT
NEVER SHARE YOUR PASSWORDS
WITH ANYONE

KEEP PRIVATE INFO PRIVATE
If your children have their own social media or email accounts,
take some time to review privacy and security settings
with them. On most platforms, you can control:

ENABLE MULTI-FACTOR
AUTHENTICATION
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) uses two or more
different ways of verifying that you are who you say you are to
add an extra layer of protection for your accounts and devices.
We call these authentication factors.
Some different types of authentication factors include:
• Proof of who you are, like fingerprint scanners or
facial recognition
• Proof of what you know, like a security question
or password
• Proof of what you own, like an app or text notification
on your phone
SOME SERVICES USE MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION TO
CONFIRM A PURCHASE. IF YOUR KIDS ARE INTO ONLINE GAMING,
MFA IS A GREAT WAY TO AVOID ANY UNWANTED CREDIT CARD
CHARGES FROM DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT.

• who can see their posts
• who can add them as a friend
• who can send them a message
Activate as many protections as possible to help
keep your kids (and their accounts!) safe and secure.
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